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360° x 180° mounting allows 
for positioning at any angle

Omni Mount Camera Mounting Bracket

*Adjust height, reach, face plate, base plate 
specs, and materials to meet your needs

(additional costs and lead times may apply)

can be customized to any 
length, reach, or angle*

Mounting Arm

Space NeedleTM - Thermal Camera Mounting Solution
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Unlimited Configuration Options

360° x 180° omni-directional mount

Pedestal PRO introduces our customizable Space Needle™ solution, the first mounting kit for thermal imaging cameras that bridges the space 
between mounting surfaces (walls and ceilings) and your camera’s limited range to get that perfect angle and the best data possible!

Whereas traditional camera mounts might limit you to 12” of reach, Pedestal PRO’s Space Needle™ solution starts at 14” and is fully customizable 
to reach out to 10’ or more.  Dropping down from high ceilings or protruding into the room with a thermal camera mount has never been easier. 
Furthermore, the Space Needle™ can be made from different materials (mild steel, stainless steel, aluminum) for indoor/outdoor applications and 
can be polished or color matched to coincide with your lobby or facade’s architectural requirements. Lastly, the Space Needle™ has a 360° rotating 
sphere which will allow you to point the needle any direction—even before you get to panning or tilting with your camera.

For everyone’s safety and for the best return on your investment, don’t limit yourself to traditional camera mounts when installing thermal imaging 
cameras.  Meet your exact needs with our Space Needle™ solution!  Contact a sales engineer at 1-800-660-3072 today for a FREE estimate and 
FREE customized CAD drawings to specify into your upcoming project.

can be modified to fit your 
specific camera if needed*

 - Customizable mounting arm reach from 14” (+/-)*
 - Ceiling, wall, or corner mount available
 - Heavy duty .125” tube wall for minimal sway
 - Vandal resistant
 - Available for indoor/outdoor applications
 - Can hold weights up to 50 lbs.
 - Wire passes through the “eye” and “tube”
 - 360° Rotating head is made from glass filled ABS
 - Mounting arm and camera bracket available in mild steel, stainless steel (#304 or #316), 
   or aluminum*
 - Universally customizable for all thermal imaging camera brands and models* (not included)

Features:

+ +

fits virtually any brand 
camera (not included)
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Your Total Mounting Solution

Contact our custom sales team at 1-800-660-3072 or
customsales@pedestalpro.com to get your project started!

Not your standard
camera mount!
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